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Capitol Punishment The Hard Truth About Washington Corruption
From Americas Most Notorious Lobbyist Jack Abramoff

If you ally obsession such a referred Capitol Punishment The Hard Truth About Washington Corruption From Americas Most
Notorious Lobbyist Jack Abramoff ebook that will come up with the money for you worth, get the definitely best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you want to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are in
addition to launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Capitol Punishment The Hard Truth About Washington Corruption From
Americas Most Notorious Lobbyist Jack Abramoff that we will extremely offer. It is not just about the costs. Its not quite what you
infatuation currently. This Capitol Punishment The Hard Truth About Washington Corruption From Americas Most Notorious Lobbyist Jack
Abramoff, as one of the most functional sellers here will agreed be accompanied by the best options to review.

So Damn Much Money - Robert G. Kaiser 2010-02-09
With a New Foreword In So Damn Much Money, veteran
Washington Post editor and correspondent Robert Kaiser gives a
detailed account of how the boom in political lobbying since the
1970s has shaped American politics by empowering special
interests, undermining effective legislation, and discouraging the
country’s best citizens from serving in office. Kaiser traces this
dramatic change in our political system through the colorful story
of Gerald S. J. Cassidy, one of Washington’s most successful
lobbyists. Superbly told, it’s an illuminating dissection of a political
system badly in need of reform.
Democracy Incorporated - Sheldon S. Wolin 2017-08-29
Democracy is struggling in America--by now this statement is
almost cliché. But what if the country is no longer a democracy at
all? In Democracy Incorporated, Sheldon Wolin considers the
unthinkable: has America unwittingly morphed into a new and
strange kind of political hybrid, one where economic and state

powers are conjoined and virtually unbridled? Can the nation
check its descent into what the author terms "inverted
totalitarianism"? Wolin portrays a country where citizens are
politically uninterested and submissive--and where elites are
eager to keep them that way. At best the nation has become a
"managed democracy" where the public is shepherded, not
sovereign. At worst it is a place where corporate power no longer
answers to state controls. Wolin makes clear that today's America
is in no way morally or politically comparable to totalitarian states
like Nazi Germany, yet he warns that unchecked economic power
risks verging on total power and has its own unnerving
pathologies. Wolin examines the myths and mythmaking that
justify today's politics, the quest for an ever-expanding economy,
and the perverse attractions of an endless war on terror. He
argues passionately that democracy's best hope lies in citizens
themselves learning anew to exercise power at the local level.
Democracy Incorporated is one of the most worrying diagnoses of
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America's political ills to emerge in decades. It is sure to be a
lightning rod for political debate for years to come. Now with a
new introduction by Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Chris Hedges,
Democracy Incorporated remains an essential work for
understanding the state of democracy in America.
Capitol Punishment - Jack Abramoff 2011
The former convicted lobbyist talks about his past as a highly-paid
political operative and discusses the current culture of Washington
which continues to pay exorbitant fees for lobbyists, fostering a
climate of corruption, inefficiency, and waste.
History, Historians and Development Policy - C.A. Bayly
2020-02-28
This electronic version has been made available under a Creative
Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license. If history matters for
understanding key development outcomes then surely historians
should be active contributors to the debates informing these
understandings. This volume integrates, for the first time,
contributions from ten leading historians and seven policy advisors
around the central development issues of social protection, public
health, public education and natural resource management. How
did certain ideas, and not others, gain traction in shaping
particular policy responses? How did the content and effectiveness
of these responses vary across different countries, and indeed
within them? Achieving this is not merely a matter of seeking to
'know more' about specific times, places and issues, but
recognising the distinctive ways in which historians rigorously
assemble, analyse and interpret diverse forms of evidence. This
book will appeal to students and scholars in development studies,
history, international relations, politics and geography as well as
policy makers and those working for or studying NGOs.
The Shock Doctrine - Naomi Klein 2010-04-01
The bestselling author of No Logo shows how the global "free
market" has exploited crises and shock for three decades, from
Chile to Iraq In her groundbreaking reporting, Naomi Klein

introduced the term "disaster capitalism." Whether covering
Baghdad after the U.S. occupation, Sri Lanka in the wake of the
tsunami, or New Orleans post-Katrina, she witnessed something
remarkably similar. People still reeling from catastrophe were
being hit again, this time with economic "shock treatment," losing
their land and homes to rapid-fire corporate makeovers. The Shock
Doctrine retells the story of the most dominant ideology of our
time, Milton Friedman's free market economic revolution. In
contrast to the popular myth of this movement's peaceful global
victory, Klein shows how it has exploited moments of shock and
extreme violence in order to implement its economic policies in so
many parts of the world from Latin America and Eastern Europe to
South Africa, Russia, and Iraq. At the core of disaster capitalism is
the use of cataclysmic events to advance radical privatization
combined with the privatization of the disaster response itself.
Klein argues that by capitalizing on crises, created by nature or
war, the disaster capitalism complex now exists as a booming new
economy, and is the violent culmination of a radical economic
project that has been incubating for fifty years.
Global Corruption - Gerry Ferguson 2015

The Perfect Villain - Gary S. Chafetz 2008-07
Journalist Gary Chafetz presents an alternative view of the political
corruption scandal surrounding lobbyist Jack Abramoff using new
information and exclusive interviews with Abramoff.
The Common Good - Robert B. Reich 2019-01-15
Robert B. Reich makes a powerful case for the expansion of
America’s moral imagination. Rooting his argument in common
sense and everyday reality, he demonstrates that a common good
constitutes the very essence of any society or nation. Societies, he
says, undergo virtuous cycles that reinforce the common good as
well as vicious cycles that undermine it, one of which America has
been experiencing for the past five decades. This process can and
must be reversed. But first we need to weigh the moral obligations
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of citizenship and carefully consider how we relate to honor,
shame, patriotism, truth, and the meaning of leadership. Powerful,
urgent, and utterly vital, this is a heartfelt missive from one of our
foremost political thinkers.
The Imperial Presidency - Arthur Meier Schlesinger 2004
Publisher Description
E-political Socialization, the Press and Politics - Christ'l de
Landtsheer 2014
This book examines print and electronic media in the United
States of America, Europe, and China. Electronic communication
affects daily life worldwide. Theoretical and empirical studies
explore our increasingly media-centric world. This book studies
how media (print, broadcasting, Internet) affects political
socialization.
The New Golden Age - Ravi Batra 2014-12-02
In The New Golden Age, bestselling author and economist Ravi
Batra identifies the roadblocks to economic prosperity--and what
we need to do to overcome them. Bringing the same insight and
expertise that made books like The Downfall of Capitalism and
Communism international bestsellers, Batra takes on falling
minimum wages, corporate scandals, rocketing oil prices, and
many of the other crises facing the world economy. He also offers
an expansive, optimistic vision of how the international community
can address them and bring about something historically
unprecedented: true global economic prosperity.
Gang of Five - Nina J. Easton 2001-02-28
In Gang of Five, bestselling author Nina J. Easton adds an
important element to the history of American politics in the last
thirty years. This is the story of the other, less well known
segment of the baby-boom generation. These are young
conservative activists who arrived on campus in the 1970s in
rebellion against everything "sixties" and went on to overturn the
political dynamics of the country in the 1980s and 1990s. They've
been waging what Newt Gingrich called a "war without blood" for

three decades. Gang of Five portrays the intertwining careers of
five major figures: BILL KRISTOL, the Harvard-educated elitist and
publisher of the Weekly Standard, is the liberal establishment's
worst nightmare -- a witty, erudite Rightist who was a leading
force behind the demise of the Clinton health care plan, the
historic reform of welfare, and the decision of House Republicans
to impeach the president. RALPH REED, the hardball politico who
helped turn an organization called the College Republicans into a
kind of communist cell of the Right, in the 1990s tried to give the
Religious Right a softer face as leader of the Christian Coalition but
was thwarted by his thirst for power and the narrow
fundamentalism of his activist followers. CLINT BOLICK, a leading
force in the spread of school choice programs and the anti-
affirmative action strategist who sank Lani Guinier's appointment,
is the idealist who seeks to convince civil rights leaders that his
legal work on behalf of disadvantaged minorities is sincere and
that liberal programs hurt the people they are meant to help.
GROVER NORQUIST, the "market Leninist" who divides the world
into "good" and "evil," is at the hub of Hillary Clinton's "vast right-
wing conspiracy" and is the architect of a no-new-taxes pledge
signed by all major Republican candidates in the 1990s. DAVID
MCINTOSH, the policy wonk who took the movement's war on
Washington to Congress as leader of the House Republican
freshmen during the Gingrich Revolution, pushed his party toward
confrontation with the White House and is now running for
governor in Indiana. In contrast to earlier generations of
conservatives, these leaders and their allies tasted success, first
with Ronald Reagan's twin victories in the 1980s and then, in the
1990s, with the Republican capture of Congress. They play to win
and have had a hand in every major insurrection from the Right
over the past two decades -- from abortion politics to government
shutdowns to political muckracking. No politician can ignore their
agenda or escape the new hardball rules they've written for
national politics.
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Eat What You Kill - Milton C Regan 2010-02-22
"A wonderful character study of someone whose cognitive
dissonance ('I am brilliant, therefore I must be doing everything
correctly') led directly to his downfall. Students would do well to
read this book before venturing forth into a large firm, a small
firm, or any pressure-cooker environment." -Nancy Rapoport,
University of Houston Law Center "Eat What You Kill is gripping
and well written. . . . It weaves in academic commentary and
understanding of professional ethics issues in a way that makes it
accessible to everyone." -Frank Partnoy, University of San Diego
Law School He had it all, and then he lost it. But why did he do it,
risking everything-wealth, success, livelihood, freedom, and the
security of family? Eat What You Kill is the story of John Gellene, a
rising star and bankruptcy partner at one of Wall Street's most
venerable law firms. But when Gellene became entangled in a web
of conflicting corporate and legal interests involving one of his
clients, he was eventually charged with making false statements,
indicted, found guilty of a federal crime, and sentenced to prison.
Milton C. Regan Jr. uses Gellene's case to prove that such
conflicting interests are now disturbingly commonplace in the
world of American corporate finance. Combining a journalist's eye
with sharp psychological insight, Regan spins Gellene's story into a
gripping drama of fundamental tensions in modern-day corporate
practice and describes in perfect miniature the inexorable
confluence of the interests of American corporations and their
legal counselors. This confluence may seem natural enough, but
because these law firms serve many masters-corporations,
venture capitalists, shareholder groups-it has paradoxically led to
deep, pervasive conflicts of interest. Eat What You Kill gives us the
story of a man trapped in this labyrinth, and reveals the individual
and systemic factors that contributed to Gellene's demise.
Sideswiped - Robert Ney 2013
In this new book, Bob explains what happened leading up to his
resignation, and how powerful members of congress played

leading roles in both the Abramoff scandal and Bob's own
downfall.
Heist - Peter H. Stone 2006-10-03
The Indian-casino scandal has torn the veil off the Republican
Party's conservative power base, revealing parts of the
Washington lobbying community and GOP establishment where
greed, arrogance, and corruption seem to have run amok. At the
center of this drama is the larger-than-life super-lobbyist Jack
Abramoff, onetime B-movie producer, with deep ties to Republican
heavyweights like the embattled Republican power broker Tom
DeLay, Congressman Bob Ney, former head of the Christian
Coalition Ralph Reed, influential anti-tax activist Grover Norquist,
and others with links to the Bush administration. Abramoff,
working with public relations whiz Michael Scanlon, a former
DeLay aid, bilked several Indian tribes of tens of millions of dollars
in fees and bought influence in Congress. The federal corruption
probe into Abramoff's lobbying has already produced indictments
and seperate guilty pleas by Abramoff and Scanlon to charges that
they conspired to bribe public officials and defrauded four Indian
tribes. More charges are expected to follow in a scandal that has
tarred many powerful Washington insiders, and which the New
York Times has called "potentially one of the most explosive in
Congressional history." The scandal is front-page news and will
continue to be as the midterm election campaigns of 2006 heat
up. But Stone digs behind the headlines to capture fully a riveting
tale of our time: an inside-Washington drama driven by outsized
personalities and the toxic mix of money and power.
Blind Spots - Max H. Bazerman 2012-12-23
When confronted with an ethical dilemma, most of us like to think
we would stand up for our principles. But we are not as ethical as
we think we are. In Blind Spots, leading business ethicists Max
Bazerman and Ann Tenbrunsel examine the ways we overestimate
our ability to do what is right and how we act unethically without
meaning to. From the collapse of Enron and corruption in the
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tobacco industry, to sales of the defective Ford Pinto, the downfall
of Bernard Madoff, and the Challenger space shuttle disaster, the
authors investigate the nature of ethical failures in the business
world and beyond, and illustrate how we can become more ethical,
bridging the gap between who we are and who we want to be.
Explaining why traditional approaches to ethics don't work, the
book considers how blind spots like ethical fading--the removal of
ethics from the decision--making process--have led to tragedies
and scandals such as the Challenger space shuttle disaster,
steroid use in Major League Baseball, the crash in the financial
markets, and the energy crisis. The authors demonstrate how
ethical standards shift, how we neglect to notice and act on the
unethical behavior of others, and how compliance initiatives can
actually promote unethical behavior. They argue that scandals will
continue to emerge unless such approaches take into account the
psychology of individuals faced with ethical dilemmas.
Distinguishing our "should self" (the person who knows what is
correct) from our "want self" (the person who ends up making
decisions), the authors point out ethical sinkholes that create
questionable actions. Suggesting innovative individual and group
tactics for improving human judgment, Blind Spots shows us how
to secure a place for ethics in our workplaces, institutions, and
daily lives.
Whores - Larry Klayman 2009
Describes the political struggles of Judicial Watch, a non-profit
organization created to battle against corruption and abuse of
power in the United States government.
Snitching - Alexandra Natapoff 2022-11-15
Reveals the secretive, inaccurate, and often violent ways that the
American criminal system really works Curtis Flowers spent
twenty-three years on death row for a murder he did not commit.
Atlanta police killed 92-year-old Kathryn Johnston during a
misguided raid on her home. Rachel Hoffman was murdered at
age twenty-three while working for Florida police. Such tragedies

are consequences of snitching. Although it is nearly invisible to the
public, the massive informant market shapes the American legal
system in risky and sometimes shocking ways. Police rely on
criminal suspects to obtain warrants, to perform surveillance, and
to justify arrests. Prosecutors negotiate with defendants for
information and cooperation, offering to drop charges or lighten
sentences in exchange. In this book, Alexandra Natapoff provides
a comprehensive analysis of this powerful and problematic
practice. She shows how informant deals generate unreliable
evidence, allow serious criminals to escape punishment, endanger
the innocent, and exacerbate distrust between police and poor
communities of color. First published over ten years ago, Snitching
has become known as the “informant bible,” a leading text for
advocates, attorneys, journalists, and scholars. This influential
book has helped free the innocent, it has fueled reform at the
state and federal level, and it is frequently featured in high-profile
media coverage of snitching debacles. This updated edition
contains a decade worth of new stories, new data, new legislation
and legal developments, much of it generated by the book itself
and by Natapoff’s own work. In clear, accessible language, the
book exposes the social destruction that snitching can cause in
heavily-policed Black neighborhoods, and how using criminal
informants renders our entire penal process more secretive and
less fair. By delving into the secretive world of criminal informants,
Snitching reveals deep and often disturbing truths about the way
American justice really works.
Follow the Money - John Anderson 2007-09-11
With its barbecues, new Cadillacs, and $4,000 snakeskin cowboy
boots, Texas is all about power and money -- and the power that
money buys. This detailed and wide-scope account shows how a
group of wealthy Texas Republicans quietly hijacked American
politics for their own gain. Getting George W. Bush elected, we
learn, was just the tip of the iceberg.... In Follow the Money,
award-winning journalist and sixth-generation Texan John
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Anderson shows how power in Texas has long been vested in the
interconnected worlds of Houston's global energy companies,
banks, and law firms -- not least among them Baker Botts, the firm
controlled by none other than James A. Baker III, the Bush family
consigliere. Anderson explains how the Texas political system
came to be controlled by a sophisticated, well-funded group of
conservative Republicans who, after elevating George W. Bush to
the American presidency, went about applying their hardball, high-
dollar politicking to Washington, D.C. When George Bush reached
the White House, he brought with him not only members of the
Texas legal establishment (among them former White House
counsel Harriet Miers and Attorney General Alberto Gonzales) but
empowered swarms of Republican lobbyists who saw in Bush's
arrival a way to make both common cause and big money.
Another important Beltway Texan was Congressman Tom DeLay,
the famous "Exterminator" of Houston's Twenty-second District,
who became majority leader in 2003 and controlled which bills
made it through Congress and which did not. DeLay, in turn, was
linked to lobbyist Jack Abramoff, who used his relationships with
both DeLay and Karl Rove on behalf of his clients, creating a
shockingly corrupt flow of millions of dollars among Republican
lobby groups and political action committees. Washington soon
became infected by Texas-style politics. Influence-peddling, deal-
making, and money-laundering followed -- much of it
accomplished in the capital's toniest restaurants or on the
fairways and beaches of luxurious resorts, away from the public
eye. The damaging fallout has, one way or another, touched
nearly all Americans, Democrat and Republican alike. Follow the
Money reveals the hidden web of influence that links George W.
Bush, Dick Cheney, and the Texas Republicans to the 2000
recount in Florida; the national tort-reform movement; the
controversial late-hour, one-vote passage of the Medicare Reform
Act; congressional redistricting schemes; scandals in the energy
sector; the destruction of basic constitutional protections; the

financial machinery of the Christian right; the manipulation of
American-Indian tribe casinos; the Iraq War torture scandals; the
crooked management of the Department of the Interior; the
composition of the Supreme Court; and the 2007 purges of
seasoned prosecutors in the Justice Department. Some of the
actors are in federal prison, others are on their way there, and
many more have successfully eluded a day of reckoning. Told with
verve, style, and a not-so-occasional raised eyebrow, Anderson's
account arcs directly into tomorrow's headlines. Startling in its
revelations, Follow the Money is sure to spark controversy and
much-needed debate concerning which direction this country goes
next.
Regulating lobbying - Raj Chari 2019-02-28
Governments worldwide are developing sunshine policies that
increase transparency in politics, where a key initiative is
regulating lobbyists. Building on the pioneering first edition, this
book updates its examination of all jurisdictions with regulations,
from the Americas, Europe, Middle East, Asia, and Australia. Unlike
any book, it offers unique insights into how the regulations
compare and contrast against each other, offering a revamped
theoretical classification of different regulatory environments and
situating each political system therein. This edition innovatively
considers different measurements to capture the robustness of
lobbying laws in terms of promoting transparency and
accountability. And, based on the authors’ experience of advising
governments globally, it closes with a no-nonsense guide on how
to make a lobbying law. This is of value to policymakers seeking to
introduce or amend regulations, and lobbyists seeking to influence
this process.
Scoundrels - J. Michael Martinez 2023-06-15
"American history buffs will savor this detailed yet accessible
roundup of political imbroglios." —Publishers Weekly Political
scandals have become an indelible feature of the American
political system since the creation of the republic more than two
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centuries ago. In his previous book, Libertines: American Political
Sex Scandals from Alexander Hamilton to Donald Trump, Michael
Martinez explored why public figures sometimes take
extraordinary risks, sullying their good names, humiliating their
families, placing themselves in legal jeopardy, and potentially
destroying their political careers as they seek to gratify their
sexual desires. In Scoundrels, Martinez examines thirteen of the
most famous (or infamous) and not-so-famous political scandals of
other sorts in American history, including the Teapot Dome case
from the 1920s, the Watergate break-in and cover-up in the
1970s, the Iran-Contra affair of the 1980s, and Russian
interference in the 2016 elections. Combining riveting storytelling
with insights into 200 years of American political corruption,
Martinez has once again written a book that will enlighten all
readers interested in human nature and political history.
Encyclopedia of Ethical Failure - Department of Defense
2009-12-31
The Standards of Conduct Office of the Department of Defense
General Counsel's Office has assembled an "encyclopedia" of
cases of ethical failure for use as a training tool. These are real
examples of Federal employees who have intentionally or
unwittingly violated standards of conduct. Some cases are
humorous, some sad, and all are real. Some will anger you as a
Federal employee and some will anger you as an American
taxpayer. Note the multiple jail and probation sentences, fines,
employment terminations and other sanctions that were taken as
a result of these ethical failures. Violations of many ethical
standards involve criminal statutes. This updated (end of 2009)
edition is organized by type of violations, including conflicts of
interest, misuse of Government equipment, violations of post-
employment restrictions, and travel.
It's Even Worse Than It Looks - Thomas E. Mann 2016-04-05
Hyperpartisanship is as old as American democracy. But now,
acrimony is not confined to a moment; it's a permanent state of

affairs and has seeped into every part of the political process.
Identifying the overriding problems that have led Congress—and
the United States—to the brink of institutional collapse, It's Even
Worse Than It Looks profoundly altered the debate about why
America's government has become so dysfunctional. Through a
new preface and afterword, Thomas Mann and Norman Ornstein
bring the story forward, examining the 2012 presidential campaign
and exploring the prospects of a less dysfunctional government.
As provocative and controversial as ever, It's Even Worse Than It
Looks will continue to set the terms of our political debate in the
years to come.
Setting Course - Craig Schultz 1994

Speaker - Dennis Hastert 2013-02-12
In this remarkable book Republican Dennis Hastert (R-IL) passes
on the lessons he learned from his long political career.
The Pig Book - Citizens Against Government Waste 2013-09-17
The federal government wastes your tax dollars worse than a
drunken sailor on shore leave. The 1984 Grace Commission
uncovered that the Department of Defense spent $640 for a toilet
seat and $436 for a hammer. Twenty years later things weren't
much better. In 2004, Congress spent a record-breaking $22.9
billion dollars of your money on 10,656 of their pork-barrel
projects. The war on terror has a lot to do with the record $413
billion in deficit spending, but it's also the result of pork over the
last 18 years the likes of: - $50 million for an indoor rain forest in
Iowa - $102 million to study screwworms which were long ago
eradicated from American soil - $273,000 to combat goth culture
in Missouri - $2.2 million to renovate the North Pole (Lucky for
Santa!) - $50,000 for a tattoo removal program in California - $1
million for ornamental fish research Funny in some instances and
jaw-droppingly stupid and wasteful in others, The Pig Book proves
one thing about Capitol Hill: pork is king!
Corruption, Accountability and Discretion - Nancy S. Lind
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2017-10-25
This timely and insightful book provides the key elements needed
to understand the nature and prevalence of corruption in public
governance, as well as the devastating public policy
consequences.
Corruption - the World's Big C - Ian Senior 2006
There is general agreement that the world would be a better place
without corruption, but there is less general understanding of
precisely what constitutes corruption. In this book Ian Senior
carefully defines corruption and finds that it is all too prevalent,
not just in developing countries, but also within the institutions of
governments within the EU. The book analyses the causes and
consequences of corruption. There are many social and moral
problems created by corruption, but from an economic perspective
it has to be regarded as a serious impediment to the proper
functioning of a market economy. It also has the effect of
redistributing wealth away from the poor towards the better-off
and towards employees of government. Ian Senior proposes a zero
tolerance approach to rooting out corruption. In particular, we
should not give aid to the governments of under-developed
countries or use corrupt agencies for the distribution of aid. This
monograph reminds us just how widespread corruption is and of
the serious damage it can cause to the development of a market
economy and a free society.
Revolving Door Lobbying - Timothy LaPira 2017-06-23
In recent decades Washington has seen an alarming rise in the
number of "revolving door lobbyists"—politicians and officials
cashing in on their government experience to become influence
peddlers on K Street. These lobbyists, popular wisdom suggests,
sell access to the highest bidder. Revolving Door Lobbying tells a
different, more nuanced story. As an insider interviewed in the
book observes, where the general public has the "impression that
lobbyists actually get things done, I would say 90 percent of what
lobbyists do is prevent harm to their client from the government."

Drawing on extensive new data on lobbyists’ biographies and
interviews with dozens of experts, authors Timothy M. LaPira and
Herschel F. Thomas establish the facts of the revolving door
phenomenon—facts that suggest that, contrary to widespread
assumptions about insider access, special interests hire these
lobbyists as political insurance against an increasingly
dysfunctional, unpredictable government. With their insider
experience, revolving door lobbyists offer insight into the political
process, irrespective of their connections to current policymakers.
What they provide to their clients is useful and marketable
political risk-reduction. Exploring this claim, LaPira and Thomas
present a systematic analysis of who revolving door lobbyists are,
how they differ from other lobbyists, what interests they
represent, and how they seek to influence public policy. The first
book to marshal comprehensive evidence of revolving door
lobbying, LaPira and Thomas revise the notion that lobbyists are
inherently and institutionally corrupt. Rather, the authors draw a
complex and sobering picture of the revolving door as a
consequence of the eroding capacity of government to solve the
public’s problems.
The Political Mind - George Lakoff 2008-05-29
A groundbreaking scientific examination of the way our brains
understand politics from a New York Times bestselling author One
of the world 's best-known linguists and cognitive scientists,
George Lakoff has a knack for making science make sense for
general readers. In his new book, Lakoff spells out what cognitive
science has discovered about reason, and reveals that human
reason is far more interesting than we thought it was. Reason is
physical, mostly unconscious, metaphorical, emotion-laden, and
tied to empathy-and there are biological explanations behind our
moral and political thought processes. His call for a New
Enlightenment is a bold and striking challenge to the cherished
beliefs not only of philosophers, but of pundits, pollsters, and
political leaders. The Political Mind is a passionate, erudite, and
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groundbreaking book that will appeal to anyone interested in how
the mind works and how we function socially and politically.
Guns, Democracy, and the Insurrectionist Idea - Joshua
Horwitz 2018-05-09
The NRA steadfastly maintains that the 30,000 gun-related deaths
and 300,000 assaults with firearms in the United States every year
are a small price to pay to guarantee freedom. As former NRA
President Charlton Heston put it, "freedom isn't free." And when
gun enthusiasts talk about Constitutional liberties guaranteed by
the Second Amendment, they are referring to freedom in a general
sense, but they also have something more specific in mind---
freedom from government oppression. They argue that the only
way to keep federal authority in check is to arm individual citizens
who can, if necessary, defend themselves from an aggressive
government. In the past decade, this view of the proper
relationship between government and individual rights and the
insistence on a role for private violence in a democracy has been
co-opted by the conservative movement. As a result, it has spread
beyond extreme "militia" groups to influence state and national
policy. In Guns, Democracy, and the Insurrectionist Idea, Josh
Horwitz and Casey Anderson reveal that the proponents of this
view base their argument on a deliberate misreading of history.
The Insurrectionist myth has been forged by twisting the facts of
the American Revolution and the founding of the United States,
the denial of civil rights to African-Americans after the Civil War,
and the rise of the Third Reich under Adolf Hitler. Here, Horwitz
and Anderson set the record straight. Then, challenging the
proposition that more guns equal more freedom, they expose
Insurrectionism---not government oppression---as the true threat
to freedom in the U.S. today. Joshua Horwitz received a law degree
from George Washington University and is currently a visiting
scholar at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.
He is Executive Director of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence and
the Educational Fund to Stop Gun Violence. He has spent nearly

two decades working on gun violence prevention issues. He lives
in Arlington, Virginia. Casey Anderson holds a law degree from
Georgetown University and is currently a lawyer in private practice
in Washington, D.C. He has served in senior staff positions with the
U.S. Congress, the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence, and Americans
for Gun Safety. He lives in Arlington, Virginia.
HRC - Jonathan Allen 2015-02-12
The true story behind one of the greatest political comebacks in
history and a behind-the-scenes look at the woman who may
become the next president of America. 'An appraisal of a
compelling character who might, at the age of 69 in January 2017,
be sworn in as the most powerful woman in the history of the
world.' The Times, BOOK OF THE WEEK 'A revealing window into
the le Carr�-like layers of intrigue that develop when a celebrity
politician who is married to another celebrity politician loses to yet
another celebrity politician, and goes on to serve the politician
who defeated her.' Washington Post 'Provides useful context and
intelligent analysis . . . pumped full of colorful you-are-there
details.' New York Times Combining deep reporting and West
Wing-esque storytelling, HRC reveals the strategising,
machinations and last minute decision-making that have
accompanied one of the greatest political comebacks in history.
OECD Public Governance Reviews Preventing Policy Capture
Integrity in Public Decision Making - OECD 2017-03-30
This report exposes how “policy capture”, where public decisions
over policies are consistently or repeatedly directed away from the
public interest towards a specific interest, can exacerbate
inequalities and undermine democratic values, economic growth
and trust in government.
Ethnicity, Inc. - John L. Comaroff 2009-09-15
In Ethnicity, Inc. anthropologists John L. and Jean Comaroff analyze
a new moment in the history of human identity: its rampant
commodification. Through a wide-ranging exploration of the
changing relationship between culture and the market, they
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address a pressing question: Wherein lies the future of ethnicity?
Their account begins in South Africa, with the incorporation of an
ethno-business in venture capital by a group of traditional African
chiefs. But their horizons are global: Native American casinos;
Scotland’s efforts to brand itself; a Zulu ethno-theme park named
Shakaland; a world religion declared to be intellectual property; a
chiefdom made into a global business by means of its platinum
holdings; San “Bushmen” with patent rights potentially worth
millions of dollars; nations acting as commercial enterprises; and
the rapid growth of marketing firms that target specific ethnic
populations are just some of the diverse examples that fall under
the Comaroffs’ incisive scrutiny. These phenomena range from the
disturbing through the intriguing to the absurd. Through them, the
Comaroffs trace the contradictory effects of neoliberalism as it
transforms identities and social being across the globe. Ethnicity,
Inc. is a penetrating account of the ways in which ethnic
populations are remaking themselves in the image of the
corporation—while corporations coopt ethnic practices to open up
new markets and regimes of consumption. Intellectually rigorous
but leavened with wit, this is a powerful, highly original portrayal
of a new world being born in a tectonic collision of culture,
capitalism, and identity.
The Puppet Masters - Emile van der Does de Willebois 2011-11-01
This report examines the use of these entities in nearly all cases of
corruption. It builds upon case law, interviews with investigators,
corporate registries and financial institutions and a 'mystery
shopping' exercise to provide evidence of this criminal practice.
Words That Work - Dr. Frank Luntz 2007-01-02
The nation's premier communications expert shares his wisdom on
how the words we choose can change the course of business, of
politics, and of life in this country In Words That Work, Luntz offers
a behind-the-scenes look at how the tactical use of words and
phrases affects what we buy, who we vote for, and even what we
believe in. With chapters like "The Ten Rules of Successful

Communication" and "The 21 Words and Phrases for the 21st
Century," he examines how choosing the right words is essential.
Nobody is in a better position to explain than Frank Luntz: He has
used his knowledge of words to help more than two dozen Fortune
500 companies grow. Hell tell us why Rupert Murdoch's six-billion-
dollar decision to buy DirectTV was smart because satellite was
more cutting edge than "digital cable," and why pharmaceutical
companies transitioned their message from "treatment" to
"prevention" and "wellness." If you ever wanted to learn how to
talk your way out of a traffic ticket or talk your way into a raise,
this book's for you.
Does American Democracy Still Work? - Alan Wolfe 2006-01-01
Why Americans should be concerned about recent changes in their
democracy The past few decades have brought a shift in the
nature of American democracy--an alarming shift that threatens
such liberal democratic values as respect for pluralism,
acceptance of the separation of powers, and recognition of the
rights of opposition parties. In this insightful book, political
scientist Alan Wolfe identifies the current political conditions that
endanger the quality of our democracy. He describes how politics
has changed, and he calls for a democracy protection movement
designed to preserve our political traditions not unlike the
environmental protection movement's efforts to safeguard the
natural world. Voters who know little about issues, leaders who
bend rules with little fear of reprisal, and political parties that are
losing the ability to mobilize citizens have all contributed to a
worrisome new politics of democracy, Wolfe argues. He offers a
brilliant analysis of how religion and morality have replaced
political and economic self-interest as guiding principles, and how
a dangerous populism promotes a radical form of elitism. Without
laying blame on one party or ideology and without claiming that
matters will improve with one party or the other in office, Wolfe
instead suggests that Americans need to understand the danger
their own indifference poses and take political matters more
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seriously.
Showdown - Thomas Smith 2012-09-04
A classic NFL/civil rights story—the showdown between the
Washington Redskins and the Kennedy White House In Showdown,
sports historian Thomas G. Smith captures a striking moment, one
that held sweeping implications not only for one team’s racist
policy but also for a sharply segregated city and for the nation as a
whole. Part sports history, part civil rights story, this compelling
and untold narrative serves as a powerful lens onto racism in

sport, illustrating how, in microcosm, the fight to desegregate the
Redskins was part of a wider struggle against racial injustice in
America.
Indigenous African Institutions - George Ayittey 2006-09-01
George Ayittey’s Indigenous African Institutions presents a
detailed and convincing picture of pre-colonial and post-colonial
Africa - its cultures, traditions, and indigenous institutions,
including participatory democracy.
Game of Politics - Kenneth Bryant, Jr. 2020-07-31


